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What we do

Wireless & Multi-points Data Acquisition Systems
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During the life cycle of all physical assets (capital goods, infrastructure, industrial machinery, natural resources ...), data acquisition is fundamental.

**PROBLEM**

**KNOWLEDGE & UNDERSTANDING**

BETTER UNDERSTANDING FOR CREATION & INNOVATION

**EXPLOITATION & MAINTENANCE**

BETTER DATA EXPLOITATION FOR SAVINGS & MAKE IT LAST
SOLUTION

Wireless sensors / nodes

Capture & Actuate

Collect

IoT / IP modems

Report

Wireless local networking infrastructure (routers & gateway)
MARKET OVERVIEW

Competition

- Traditional Data Acquisition System providers
- Engineering services companies

Strengths

- Wireless DAQ technologies complying with intl. standard
- Wireless local networking & long range connectivity
- One-stop shop: HW / SW / Wireless stack
Ambition

To become the worldwide reference for on-field data acquisition systems & technologies

- Thanks to HIKOB own sales activity
- Thanks to partnerships with leading companies in specific measurement / applications
- Looking for projects opportunities in the domains of traffic & parking monitoring, SHM, Condition Maintenance Systems
- Looking for partners: Distributors, VAR & Systems Integrators
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